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Exodus 3:1-15                      “Step Up and Lead”                                  R.P.C. 
Romans 12: 9-21                                                                               August 31, 2014 
                                               Daniel D. Robinson, Pastor 
 
     In today’s passage from the book of Exodus, a miraculous wonder occurs. 
Perhaps you are thinking that I’m referring to the bush that bursts into flames 
before Moses’ wondering eyes – a bush that burns but miraculously is not 
consumed. But I’m not talking about that…. I’m talking about the wonder that 
occurs when the voice of God speaks from that bush and summons Moses to lead 
the exodus of God’s people out of Egypt. Sometimes it is easy to forget what a 
miracle it is that in every time and place, God does not leave God’s people 
without someone God has called to lead them. Leadership, the church has always 
taught, is a gift of God to the church. 
    Our scripture lesson for today occurs at the dawn of the exodus from Egypt. 
The exodus out of Egyptian slavery – that primal, critical event which sets the 
whole history of Israel as a nation into motion – that Exodus which begins with 
God summoning Moses to leadership. Yet Moses is an unlikely liberator – He’s a 
hothead, tongue-tied murder who is ‘on the lam,’ hiding out in Midian. 
    Moses is tending his father-in-law Jethro’s flock of sheep and goats when this 
strange bush bursts into flame and a voice thunders: “I have observed my people 
who are in Egypt; I have heard their cry on account of their taskmasters.  Indeed, I 
know their sufferings, and I have come down to deliver them from the Egyptians.” 
    So God has at last acted to save God’s people. But how? God tells Moses, “You 
go before Pharaoh and you tell Pharaoh to let my people go.” To which Moses 
quickly offers an immediate protest – he is not a gifted preacher; he has no 
credibility with the powerful; he’s not worthy…. But the voice simply orders, 
“Go!” And thus Moses is thrust into a leadership role. 
    The principle that is being put in place here in this account from Exodus is one 
which is still being addressed even today. The truth that must be spoken to 
confront power is often a disrupting, disregarded truth – a truth that dislocates 
the powerful and puts the prophetic speaker in great peril. The powerful ones, to 
whom truth-telling prophets speak, are clinging to the formidable status quo – 
the conventional and all its servants. So it is that the truth-telling contemporary 
prophets of our age are now called to ask questions of our culture, to test the 
truth of our culture’s assumptions and presumptions. 
    Through Karl Barth’s 1934 writing, The Declaration of Barmen¸ a segment of the 
church in Germany stood up to Hitler by asserting that we are saved through the 
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preached word of the church, not by obedience to the state. Barth stated that the 
church “has to testify in the midst of a sinful world, with its faith as its obedience, 
with its message as with its order, that it is solely (Christ’s) property, and that it 
lives and wants to live solely from (Christ’s) comfort and from (Christ’s) direction.” 
Thus Barth, who loved the preached word more than the structures of the church, 
saw internal church order as a witness to the world, a rebuke to Hitler. The point 
is that a church that’s full of good intentions and slack on practical witness is a 
church of “admirers” rather than incarnated followers of Jesus Christ. 
    The power of the conventional does not give away easily, thus the change-
orient leader learns to rely on the same power that emboldened Moses. There 
continues today to be that divine authorization that says, “Go!” Yet that voice also 
still says, “I will be with you … and teach you what you are to speak.” Responding 
to that voice and taking that risk, is often the first step of leadership. 
    Most people today would agree that we currently suffer a “crisis of leadership” 
at so many levels in our society.The most obvious level of course, is in our politics 
where it seems partisan politics has marred the way for seeking the the good of 
the whole, and where it currently seems that true leaders are wanting. The same 
could be said of the church, where the voice of the church is now at best a 
whisper in our society, because we too lack notable leaders who have a clear 
voice. 
    Ronald Heifetz, a noted leadership theorist says, “When an organization calls 
you a ‘leader,’ those in authority reward you for doing what they want you to do 
and punish you for changing things in ways that require then to work differently 
or that threaten their world view.” All systems tend toward self-protection and 
long for equilibrium, the church perhaps even more so than other institutions. 
    The decline in our numbers practicing the Christian faith indicate that we have 
been under-led, or led in some rather confusing ways as of late. Our indicators of 
institutional health say that we need to do some things differently. We need more 
faithful fruitfulness and, in any organization, sacred or otherwise, there is no 
better way to get better results with better leadership. 
    Perhaps we need to be reminded though that the first and most enduring 
“crisis of leadership” was once named ‘Jesus Christ.’  Let me explain …. Jesus 
Christ not only assaulted the conventional definitions of “God” and “Messiah” in 
his day, but also disrupted and challenged all notions of leadership.  From the 
very first he predicted that ‘the people in charge’ in his day would reject him. 
Those early predictions were quickly validated by the responses of the authorities 
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to Jesus – the constant criticism of the scribes and the Pharisees. But then, even 
the people of Nazareth – his own hometown, ‘knew him not….” 
    From the very first, Jesus recruited some odd leadership, surprising those who 
observed him then (and us today), by those he called to lead his new faith 
movement. Those that the world (and likely us) might regard as marginalized, ill-
equipped, poorly informed, and not particularly spiritual or moral – folks like 
fishermen, tax collectors, and sundry obvious sinners - these Jesus named as his 
“disciples.” Thus he confounded the wisdom of this world by promising such 
questionable people, with untested leadership skill sets as the very ones who 
were to usher in his kingdom. 
    There are plenty of books out there on leadership. Those books have a 
tendency to say, “Here are the personal qualities you must have, here are the 
skills you must acquire, it you want to lead.”  In our culture, we think leaders must 
be omniscient and omnipotent, capable and courageous, competent and creative. 
But leaders in Jesus’ name must simply be obedient to his call to “follow me.” In 
short, leaders FOR Jesus must be followers OF Jesus. 
    The only good reasons to be in any sort of Christian ministry are theological. I’m 
not talking just about ordained leadership: ruling elders, deacons and teaching 
elders. I’m talking about all leadership within the body of Christ. I’m talking about 
each of you, who in some way or another, take responsibility and assume some 
form of authority: It can be at a churches’ outreach program, such as Family 
Promise, or in teaching a children’s Sunday School class; it can be preparing coffee 
and snacks for the Fellowship Hour, or attending choir rehearsal to prepare for 
worship - wherever one is serving in Jesus’ name. 
    Sometimes we do theology reading books, or attending Bible studies, or 
listening to sermons, or attending meeting for planning. And sometimes we do 
theology by getting our hands dirty – by diving right into the fray, attending to the 
body of Christ by calling or visiting our homebound, and working with God for the 
people of God. The only hope we have for accomplishing anything in our church 
leadership is our faith that Jesus Christ really rose bodily from the dead and is on 
the move, utilizing the same sorts of people he first called and commissioned. 
    A bishop in the Methodist denomination appointed a new pastor to a church 
that had been in decline for two decades. After three months, the bishop had a 
meeting with the new pastor and congratulated her on the dramatic growth in 
attendance, membership and giving that had occurred in that scant three months. 
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The pastor replied, “Thanks for having the courage to appoint me here.”  “I’ve 
made a startling personal theological discovery in the past couple of months:  we 
have a God who is more able … even than I believed.” 
    All Christian leadership begins in God’s determination to have people in motion 
helping God to retake what is God’s. Nan Koehan defines leadership as “providing 
solutions to common problems, or offering ideas about how to accomplish 
collective purposes, and mobilizing energies of others to follow a course of 
action.” This is as good a definition of leadership as I know - except for one 
missing element – God. It is God who defines the battles worth fighting by the 
church. Then we ask Jesus Christ for the grace to find solutions that are 
compatible with the Christian view of reality. And finally, we pray for the 
assistance of the Holy Spirit in mobilizing the energies of fellow disciples to do the 
work. 
    When we step up and respond to the call of God (or in some instances, the call 
of the Nominating Committee) and willingly serve as a leader in the church, we 
show by our actions that we believe that Jesus Christ is really, fully, completely 
HUMAN. When we accept a leadership role, we give witness to our belief that a 
disembodied faith is not faith in him. But in a way, we also must affirm that the 
mission of the church is utterly impossible without a Jesus who is really, fully, 
completely DIVINE. His body, though crucified, is where the fullness of God 
chooses to dwell. There is no God hiding behind the Incarnation, holding anything 
back from humanity. Jesus is God coming for us; he is God in motion. He is God 
refusing to be vague, coy or insubstantial, God with a body, God so near as to 
demand a human response. 
    What God expects the church to do among suffering humanity cannot be done 
by humanity alone. The kingdom of God is not built by human efforts alone, even 
with the very best of skilled leadership. Any God who is less than the one who 
raised Jesus from the dead is no match for the deadly challenges facing the 
Christian church today. What God means to do among us is more – so much more 
than even a well-functioning organization. 
    What God has called us to do is impossible to do without divinely called leaders. 
Now we may have not been summoned to leadership in this congregation by a 
voice from a burning bush like Moses. But in responding to Jesus’ vocation, in 
attempting to conduct our lives more in service to the needs of the church than 
your personal preferences, in trusting Jesus’ faith in us more than our doubts 
about our abilities, the church’s ‘crisis of leadership’ becomes a grand adventure, 
leading not as the world leads, but as Jesus commands. 
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    Ministry, in any of its forms, is always God’s idea before it is ours. While we may 
eventually enjoy our vocation, we agree to do it first of all not because it causes 
us joy and satisfaction, but rather because God has called us. As we noted a 
number of times in the sermons over the past several weeks, Jesus loves to 
summon rather odd people to what are often difficult, nearly impossible tasks.  
The Bible is full of such examples. But when people respond to the call of God, 
miracles happen. What Jesus wants done cannot be done without leaders who 
are willing to be bold in service to his kingdom. 
    A suburban pastor told some fellow clergy about his church’s struggle to have a 
thriving youth group, “Parents would rather their children win in Sunday-morning 
soccer, than succeed in being disciples.” “But we have faith that we can beat 
them at their own game.” “We are working with several other churches to form a 
soccer league which does not meet on Sundays.” “Our aim is to make it the best 
league in town.” Now there is a pastor – a leader unwilling to submit to the faith 
of the dominant social order. 
    In every age, God’s people, the church, are faced with daunting challenges. Yet, 
thanks be to God, God does not leave us to our own devices. God calls people to 
step up and bear the burdens of leadership in the community of faith.  God calls 
people, as God called Moses, to help God’s people engage in the tasks that God 
sets before them. Thus leadership in the body of Christ is a gift of God. 
    So may our constant prayer be, “God, give us enough faith to believe you call 
just the right folks to lead your people in their various ministries.” “And give us 
enough faith to believe that you will never call anyone – including ME – for any 
task for which you will fail to give me that which is needed to be faithful and 
successful.” “For IF, O God, you did that for Moses, you can certainly do that for 
me.”  Amen. 
 
 
 
 
   


